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Questions Score
 Max      

Score

  % 

Score

No.of Students Evaluated :146

Date From :

Date To     :

01/06/2019

31/05/2020

 429  584  73.46Syllabus & Curriculum

 492  584  84.25Publication of Results

 438  584  75.00Autonomous system

 450  584  77.05Outreach Programmes

 454  584  77.74Extra-curricular Activities

 399  584  68.32Basic Amenities/Facilities

 434  584  74.32Prospects for Higher Education / Employment

 452  584  77.40Conduct of Examinations

 396  584  67.81Infrastructure

 413  584  70.72Value Education

Aggregate Score :  4357  5840  74.61
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Feedback And Suggestions:

+ Attendance is the main issues faced by the students. Students were forced to attend programs conducted by the college such as 

holy retreat, sports day, and other programs . Other wise attendance were cutoff. Class rooms are very small, cozy and unhygienic. 

Need more spacious class room and dressing room. Want more toilet facilities in block E. Water filter is not clean. Students portal 

is blocked for some students students who have fee due. Students who have fee due is not allowed to open exam result. Course 

fee is too expensive and haven't getting any such facilities related to the course. Grace mark was not added at the right time. Class 

rooms were not clean and have no basic facilities needed. Infrastructure need to be improved. Cleanliness is very poor. 

+ College authority is very much strict towards students and because of that we cannot enjoy our college life. We need 5 class 

hours. We don't need zero hours. We'll be more comfortable if we are allowed to bring mobile phones to college. We are 

comfortable in all other things. Also I'm so proud for being a student here. 

+ Classrooms are congested. No enough chair for students. Very hot no air circulation. Uncomfortable seats . Would be 

comfortable to have individual seats . 5 girls have to sit in a Bench. There’s no fan in one row and it gets hot and cannot 

concentrate in class. Sleepy environment 

+ LEARNING SHOULD BE BEYOND CLASSROOM WALLS.THERE IS NO GREEN ENVIRONMENT,EG ;TREES ATLEAST ONE 

SHOULD BE PLANTED INSTEAD OF GARDEN. THERE IS NO SUFFICIENT SPACE FOR SITTING OUTSIDE THE 

CLASSROOM.LIBRARY SHOULD BE MORE STUDENT FRIENDLY. COLLEGE CANTEENS SHOULD BE FRIENDLY TO 

STUDENTS. SOME STAFFS HAVE BAD BEHAVIOUR TOWARDS STUDENTS. 

+ If the zero hours are not there we could use that time for doing part time jobs or for preparation of competitive exam for our higher 

studies. 

+ There are no adequate toilets present inside the campus. Interval time is too short, we can't manage to use toilets due to lack of 

time. 

+ for pg students more days are required to comple te the studies for exams. so ple give more study leaves or breaks between 

exams 

+ This college is good in promoting extracurricular activities but the academic side is a bit weak. It can be improved by revising the 

syllabus. 

+ Try to give more spacious class rooms for the needy. Improve the cleanliness of toilets. Improve the overall neatness and 

facilities of block E. 

+ The toilets are in a bad condition. Most of the toilets are leaked and have a poor drainage. Lack of cupboards to keep books 

safely. 

+ WE NEED A PROPER LISTENING AMENITIES TO LEARN FRENCH. WE ARE GETTING MOCKING COMMENTS FROM 

OTHER FRENCH KNOWING PEOPLE ABOUT OUR PRONUNCIATION. 

+ Facilities needed to be improved. More washrooms to be constructed, with proper sanitization. Better classrooms for E Block 

students required. Labs required. 

+ Conduct more exams, like once in a week, so that students can cover up the taken portions quickly. 

+ Need of more toilets.... extension of elicium to accommodate students...add indoor plans...class room infrastructure should be 

improved 

+ Give freedom to students, allow mobile phones after the class hours, please provide freedom,avoid unnecessary strict ness 

+ Need to improve the facilities for self financing students as they pay more than the others. 

+ Classes could be more interactive ,then students will be able to express their thoughts 

+ Need to improve the ovrall neatness and facilities in E block Toilet cleanliness 

+ please stop implementing more school rules its a college. give us our space. 

+ While improvising syllabus , avoid unnecessary topics that are not relevant to the subject 

+ Chair and desks along with basic condition for class(light and electricity) should be upgraded. 

+ Should Include more extra curricular activities like work experience coachings and employment classes 
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+ It would be really wonderful if more importance is given to sports events. 

+ Better syllabus , eco-friendly infrastructure,more basic facilities, more accessibility to three blocks 

+ need to improve a lot of areas like infrastructure and lab facilities 

+ Please provide necessary facilities and make us feel it's been utilized 

+ There is no need of any improvement.This is already satisfactory. 

+ Better sanitation Not to force students to participate in religious programmes 

+ Improve in the arrangements of books in the library 

+ A little bit more exposure needed to practical life 

+ Better involvement of students besides the union and seniors. 

+ Third Sem exam date was bit late . 

+ Please inform every programme in every department 

+ Please provide grace marks for weak students 

+ should provide cool of time during exams 

+ Office staffs need to be more approachable 

+ It's good No need for any improvement.! 

+ Parking facility in science block nowadays 

+ Infrastructures and facilities should be improved. 

+ Institute has done it's best 

+ Can have more open spaces 

+ the management can be intimate. 

+ Campus should have better infrastructure 

+ GIVE OUR OWN FREEDOM 

+ Over all it's good 

+ Please provide necessary facilities... 

+ All has to improve 

+ Take suggestions from students 

+ Campus must be bigger. 

+ CAMPUS LIFE SUCKS......... 

+ Very bad atmosphere, 

+ need exploiting nature 

+ No more suggestions 

+ need library hour
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